Examples of the good practices

Country
Name of the initiative
(foundation,
association, project
ect.)
-in the origin language
and in English
Short description

Italy
Mip – Mettersi In Proprio, Sportello provinciale per la creazione
d'impresa
To set up one's own business, Provincial branch for the creation
of enterprise
It is a free service, promoted by the Province of Turin with the
finality to support the creation of new enterprises / activity of
autonomous job: it consists in a series of measures aimed at
promoting a culture of entrepreneurship and to stimulate the
birth of new activities.
1 Interventions to support entrepreneurship and selfemployment (organization of branches, coordination and
evaluation, animation events and competitions online, website,
possible studies and research, networking).
2 Advice for the creation of enterprise / self-employment
(reception and analysis of the project, support and development
of business plans, updating, validation).
3. Tutoring and counseling for the assessment of the firm, the
identification of opportunities and challenges and the activation
of any public benefits, for example, gender-based.

Website, Facebook,
contact details

http://www.mettersinproprio.it/
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Name of the initiative
(foundation,
association, project
ect.)
-in the origin language
and in English

Italy
The World of Joele Onlus

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the views
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

Short description

It is a non-profit organization of secular mold that deals with
women, Italian and foreign, in financial and life difficulties. It
works in partnership with Social Services, foundations and civic
associations.
“The House of Joele” is a babyparking oriented towards
education and intercultural pedagogy, therefore the workers
come from different countries (Brazil, Morocco, Russia, Kenya,
Italy). It is also a non-profit service: part of the fee is used to
receive for free children affected by family hardship and some
profits are invested in projects aimed at improving the quality
of life in the neighborhood in which is the babyparking.
Compared to traditional child care services, in addition, the
opening hours are extended during the week, including
Saturday mornings and holidays, when public facilities are
usually closed: thus the service is supporting working women.

Website, Facebook,
contact details

http://www.ilmondodijoele.it/
http://www.lacasadijoele.it/per-chi-e-la-casa/
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Italy
Cooperativa Sociale Progetto Tenda Onlus
Tent1 Project Non Profit Social Co-operative

The Tent Project Non Profit Social Co-operative was
established in 1999 from a group of social workers to deal
with the phenomenon of immigration , with a specific
attention to women and children in need.
“Worlds to the table“ is a project that aims to create a training
model of transmission of skills in the food service field:
refugee women who are, or have been, in receipt of social
support and hosted in shelters work with an Italian
professional chef. The experience gained in this context
provides the basis for the women for starting their own
business. The kitchen is located in a cultural center where

Translator's Note: Understood as metaphor of the transitory social support toward the autonomy and the social
inclusion of the people with whom the Cooperative works.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the views
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

there is a restaurant with menus of different countries with
adjoining catering services , primarily targeted at asylum
seekers and beneficiaries of international and humanitarian
protection in Turin.
Website, Facebook,
contact details

http://www.progettotenda.net/index.php

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the views
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

